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Abstract—Axial flux permanent magnet (AFPM) synchronous
motors are attractive for low speed direct drive systems because
of their high specific torque. The present paper proposes a
novel axial flux machine topology, called MAGNUS, obtained by
combining a yokeless central stator type NS arrangement with
two external high polarity spoke-rotors, resulting in very high
flux concentration. The stator, which includes main and auxiliary
teeth for air-gap profiling has a small number of concentrated
coils. Two stator configurations are discussed, the first, a yokeless
construction with coils wound around the teeth, and the second
with coils placed around the stator core in a Gramme ring
arrangement. Feasible slot pole combinations are identified. High
torque densities are achievable owing to torque magnification
achieved by air-gap profiling as well as flux concentration. Initial
analysis indicates that this machine presents higher torque than
a YASA machine, which currently holds a record for torque
density.
Index Terms—Axial flux machine, yokeless motor, high polarity, spoke rotor, Vernier machine.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Axial flux permanent magnet (AFPM) synchronous motors
are recognized for their high specific torque and have been
developed for diverse low speed direct systems, such as
electric propulsion systems, generator sets and others [1]. One
topology in particular, the yokless and segmented armature
(YASA) [2] attracted substantial recent attention for its recordbreaking high torque density and interesting applications,
including the powering of a 1,500 bhp hypercar [3].
The torque output of an AFPM machine can be increased,
in principle, by the use of multiple stators and rotors. The
arrangement with two stators and one rotor in between them
is typically considered advantageous in terms of cooling the
stators, where most of the losses are produced. Yet, it is a
YASA design with a stator placed between two rotors in a
north (N) south (S), opposite (NS) polarity arrangement that
sets a record for torque density.
Increases in torque output could be also achieved through
air-gap flux modulation techniques, such as those employed
by split tooth machines [4] and Vernier type machines, e.g.
[5]–[10]. Such machines incorporate magnetic gearing effects,

leading to torque magnification. Recent AFPM machine example developments in this respect include an NN type with
one stator sandwiched between two surface PM rotors [11],
and a dual stator with a single spoke type central rotor [12].
A special note is due for a triple rotor dual stator AFPM,
with one spoke type central rotor and two surface PM end
rotors, which achieves not only high torque density, but also
reasonably high power factor, overcoming therefore, to some
extent, one of the inherent limitations of conventional Vernier
machines [13].
The present paper brings further contributions by proposing
a novel topology, referred to as MAGNUS due to its torque
magnification characteristics, obtained by combining a YASA
central stator type NS arrangement with two external spokerotors that have extremely high polarity and hence a very
high flux focusing effect. It is remarkable that only a reduced
number of main stator teeth, each carrying a single concentrated winding, are employed as in the flux reversal machine
of [14]. Operation with a very high number of rotor poles
is yet possible due to a special profiling of the stator inner
surface through small notches that effectively create additional
smaller stator teeth and modulate the air-gap magnetic flux.
Combinations of 6 and 12 coils and as many as 44 poles
are illustrated in the paper, representing an extremely high
ratio previously not reported in the literature. Furthermore, the
mathematical relationships between the large and small teeth
and the rotor poles are systematically introduced and tabulated.
Variations of the north-north (NN) type using concentrated or
Gramme ring type windings are discussed and comparatively
studied together with a conventional YASA reference design.
The primary applications for the MAGNUS machine remain
the very low speed direct drive systems, for which the power
factor is not typically a major concern as the electrical machine
is of substantially large physical size and has higher cost than
the power electronics. Nevertheless, the recent developments
in wide band gap semiconductor device technology [15], may
enable the use of the proposed high polarity ultra-high specific
torque machine topologies for higher speed applications.
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Fig. 1. “Unrolled” 2D view of an example proposed axial flux machine PM
(AFPM) machine of the MAGNUS type, which achieves very high specific
torque by combining the use of a 32 pole spoke rotor with air-gap stator side
profiling via small auxiliary teeth for permeance and flux modulation and with
6 concentrated coils around the main teeth of a yokeless segmented armature
(YASA) stator

Fig. 2. Three dimensional model and an NN version of the MAGNUS
topology employing a reduced number of concentrated coils in combination
with a very large number of rotor poles.

II. M ACHINE S TRUCTURE AND O PERATING P RINCIPLE
The developed view of a single stator dual rotor NS type
design and 3D rendering of an NN type machine with similar
topology are presented (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). In case of the NS
type machine, the segmented stator teeth can be assembled
with the help of annular plates on two sides of the stator disc
[16]. The stator teeth have concentrated coils. Each of the
large teeth includes 3 smaller teeth, crucial in achieving torque
magnification. Torque magnification can be understood by
considering the geometry of a 6-slot 4-pole PMSM (Fig. 3).
Surface PM implementations of the proposed machine are used

Fig. 4. Open circuit flux lines for a 6-slot 20-pole machine. In this machine
with 2 auxiliary stator teeth per main tooth, two PMs contribute to flux linkage
of a coil.

Fig. 5. Field lines on open circuit for a 6-slot 32-pole machine with 3 auxiliary
stator teeth. Three PMs contribute to the coil flux linkage. The auxiliary slots
prevent flux from the PM of opposite polarity from linking with the coil.

to explain the operating principle of the machine. In Fig. 3, the
flux linked by Phase A is at its maximum, and it is noticed
that only one magnet contributes to the flux linked by one
phase coil. The flux linked by a phase, consisting of two coil
sides may be expressed as
ψm = 2

(Do − Di )
πDm
ws Bg = (Do − Di )k
Bg ,
2
Pr

where, ws is the width of the stator tooth tip; Pr , the number
of rotor poles; Dm , Do , Di , the mean, outer, inner diameters,
respectively; and k, the ratio of stator tooth tip width to the
pole pitch.
For a machine with 2 auxiliary stator teeth per main tooth
(Fig. 4), it is seen that there are three PMs facing a stator
tooth, and two of them contribute to the flux linkage of one
phase coil. The total width of the stator tooth tip, with each
of the auxiliary teeth as wide as the rotor pole pitch is hence
three times the pole pitch. The PM flux linked by a phase is
given as
πDm
2
Bg .
ψm = (Do − Di ) ws Bg = 2(Do − Di )
3
Pr

Fig. 3. Flux lines as obtained from two-dimensional finite element analysis
for a 6-slot 4-pole PMSM with fractional slot concentrated winding. Only one
PM contributes to the flux linkage of a coil.

(1)

(2)

Likewise, for a machine with 3 auxiliary stator teeth per main
tooth, three PMs result in useful phase flux linkage (Fig. 5).
In this case, the phase flux due to the PMs is
ψm = 3(Do − Di )

πDm
Bg .
Pr

(3)

The torque with a pure q-axis excitation for all the machines
is expressed as
3Pr
T =
ψm Iq .
(4)
4
This yields, for the 6-slot 4-pole machine considered above,
T1 =

3
(Do − Di )kπDm Bg .
4

(5)

It may be noted here that if a 12-slot 8-pole or 24-slot 16pole machine is employed in place of a 6-slot 4-pole machine,
the torque would remain unchanged as the increase in torque
due to increase in Pr is compensated for by a proportionate
reduction in ψm , as (1) indicates. However, in case of the
multiple teeth machines, the torque may expressed as
T2 =

3
(Do − Di )2πDm Bg ,
4

(6)

T3 =

3
(Do − Di )3πDm Bg ,
4

(7)

and

where, T1 , T2 and T3 are the torques produced by the 6-slot
4-pole machine, and the multi-tooth machines with 2 and 3
auxiliary stator teeth per main tooth, respectively. For the same
dimensions and magnet type, the ratio of the torque produced
by a machine with 4 poles and 6 slots with 2 auxiliary per
main tooth is given, bearing in mind that k is at the most 23 ,
as
3
(Do − Di )2πDm Bg
T2
=3.
(8)
= 34
T1
4 (Do − Di )kπDm Bg
Similary, for the machine with 3 auxiliary teeth, one can obtain
T3
=
T1

3
4 (Do
3
4 (Do

− Di )2πDm Bg
= 4.5 .
− Di )kπDm Bg

(9)

This analysis indicates that if the same dimensions are employed, the torque of a 6 tooth motor triples when 2 auxiliary
teeth per main tooth are employed, and increases four times
with the use of 3 auxiliary teeth per main tooth. This increase
in torque due to the increase in the number of active permanent
magnets will henceforth be referred to as torque magnification
in this paper.
A wide array of slot-pole combinations may be employed
for this machine. The number of rotor poles required for a
three phase machine are obtained by considering two constraints: 1) there must be an odd number of PM poles facing
each stator tooth, and 2) ±120◦ phase shift is desired between
the phases. The first of these conditions ensures that only PM
poles of one polarity contribute to phase flux linkage at a given
time. These may be expressed as
Pr > nTs ,

(10)

where, Pr is the number of rotor poles, Ts , the number of
main stator teeth and n is given in terms of the number of
auxiliary stator teeth (ts ) as
n = 2ts − 1 .

(11)

The second condition is expressed as
2
Ts k1 ,
(12)
3
where, k1 may take all values, except 3 and its multiples. For
a machine having 6 main stator teeth, with 2 auxiliary teeth,
the first value of Pr satisfying both of the above is 20.
The operating principle of the machine can also be understood by considering that a harmonic component of the
winding MMF interacts with the rotor MMF to produce synchronous torque. The torque producing harmonic component
is enhanced by the main and auxiliary stator teeth. Thus, the
relation between the main stator teeth, auxiliary teeth armature
(Pa ) and PM poles may also be obtained, using trigonometry,
as
Pa + Pr
.
(13)
Ts × ts =
2
Some feasible slot and teeth combinations are provided in
Table I. It should be noted that the auxiliary stator teeth on
one main stator tooth must be in the same position with respect
to the rotor PMs to ensure maximum flux linkage by the phase
winding. This is ensured by maintaining
Pr =

tslot = 2 − ttooth ,

(14)

where, tslot and ttooth are the ratios of auxiliary slot and
auxiliary tooth widths to the PM pole pitch, respectively.
III. E QUIVALENT 2-D F INITE E LEMENT M ODELING
Two-dimensional finite element analysis (FEA) at the mean
diameter is used to verify the performance improvement for
the surface mounted PM (SPM) topologies as predicted by
the simplified analysis. The high polarity split tooth machines
demonstrate a significant increase in torque, upto twice (Table
II), although not as dramatic as indicated by the preliminary
analysis. This is because the air-gap flux density reduces with
increasing number of rotor poles due to higher leakage (Table
II), a fact neglected by the simplified analysis. It is also noticed
that the 32 pole machine with 3 auxiliary teeth has 15% higher
torque than the 20 pole machine with only two auxiliary teeth
per main stator tooth. About a 50% increase in torque should
have been achieved, but it is compensated for in part by a
reduction in the axial component of air-gap flux density.
It may be noted that increase in torque is due to a combination of the torque magnification effect and high rotor
polarity. The use of a larger number of rotor poles reduces
the flux per pole, and therefore the dimensions of different
parts of the magnetic circuit may be reduced, allowing more
room for conductors. This allows the use of larger conductor
cross sections, which has the effect of reducing the copper
loss. Alternatively, higher armature MMF can be employed,
increasing the torque output.
The lower flux density imposed by surface mounted PMs is
corrected by employing flux concentration using spoke PMs
in the proposed machine. Finite element analysis shows that
this has the effect of increasing the average axial component
of air-gap flux density from 0.77 T to 1.3 T, thereby increasing

TABLE I
E XAMPLE FEASIBLE COMBINATIONS OF NUMBER OF MAIN , AUXILIARY TEETH AND ROTOR POLES . I NTEGRAL MULTIPLES OF THESE COMBINATIONS
CAN ALSO BE USED .
Auxiliary stator teeth

Rotor Poles

Winding factor

6 main teeth and 4 armature poles

2
3
4

20
32
44

0.866
0.866
0.866

9 main teeth and 6 armature poles

2
3
4

30
48
66

0.866
0.866
0.866

2
3
4

22
34
46

1.000
1.000
1.000

NN AFPM with Gramme ring windings,
6 main teeth and 2 armature poles

TABLE II
T WO - DIMENSIONAL FEA BASED COMPARISON OF SPM MACHINES WITH
6 MAIN STATOR TEETH INCLUDING 1, 2 AND 3 AUXILIARY TEETH . A LL
MACHINES HAVE THE SAME COPPER LOSS .
Machine Topology

Air gap flux density
[T]

Torque
[Nm]

6-slot 4-pole
6-slot 20-pole
6-slot 32-pole

0.93
0.82
0.77

100
194
224

Fig. 6. Open circuit flux density distribution and flux lines for the MAGNUS
machine.

torque. Two dimensional field plots for the spoke machine with
6 slots and 32 poles are included to facilitate visualization and
explanations as 3D representations would be more difficult to
follow (Fig. 6).
The induced EMFs confirm the operation of the machine
(Fig. 7a). Due to the relatively large number of poles, the
machine presents negligible torque due to saliency and is
therefore operated much like SPM machine, i.e. the phase
currents are aligned with the open-circuit back EMF. Owing
to the somewhat large inductance, the currents present a
very small switching ripple even at the relatively low PWM
frequency of 1 kHz (Fig. 7b). The torque with switching ripple
including shows little ripple of about 10% (Fig. 7c).
IV. OTHER S LOT P OLE C OMBINATIONS AND T HEIR
E FFECT
The slot pole combinations listed in Table I attest to the
fact that such machine topologies may be realized over a
wide range of slot pole combinations. To observe the effect
of increasing number of auxiliary teeth, the 6-slot 32-pole

topology with ts = 3 is compared with a 6-slot 20-pole
topology with ts = 2, and a 6-slot 44-pole topology with
ts = 4.
The 6-slot 32-pole spoke machine has the highest efficiency
for the same output among the compared 6 main stator teeth
topologies (Table III). The torque improvement of the 32
and 44 pole topologies over the 6-slot 20-pole topology is
due to the torque magnification effect, as well as higher flux
concentration. Although the 6-slot 44-pole machine would
in principle have larger flux concentration than the other
topologies considered, it produces the same torque as the 6slot 32-pole for the same copper loss. This might be due to
saturation of the rotor steel at the higher flux concentration,
and also the higher leakage flux associated with a large number
of rotor poles as also evidenced by the declining power factor.
This analysis indicates that there is an upper limit to the
improvements, owing to leakage, saturation and core loss that
can be achieved by increasing the number of auxiliary stator
teeth and rotor poles for a given number of main stator teeth.
Included in the comparison is a 12-slot 40-pole machine,
which is obtained by doubling the 6-slot 20-pole topology.
The higher flux concentration and smaller end winding volume
contribute to smaller copper loss. It has the highest power factor and efficiency of all the compared topologies. Topologies
with a larger number of main stator teeth might be a suitable
choice in applications which have a constraint on the overall
diameter.
The spoke PM machine with two rotors has a limitation that
only one side of the spoke rotor is used for torque production.
Another implementation, with a single central rotor and two
stators shifted by 180◦ elec. allows use of both sides of the
spoke rotor [17]. This machine produces the same output for
lower copper loss (Table I), although the core loss is much
higher than the 2 rotor topologies, implying a better utilization
of the magnetic circuit.
The MAGNUS topology may also be realized as an NN type
with Gramme ring winding (Fig. 8) which mimics a distributed
winding and for a 12-slot configuration, a 4-pole winding
with a fundamental winding factor of 1 may be achieved.
This topology, when implemented with ts = 2 would need
to have 44 rotor poles (Table I). The addition of two auxiliary

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7. (a) Open circuit back emf, (b) phase currents with a switching frequency of 1 kHz, and (c) torque ripple including inverter switching and cogging
torque. The currents present very small ripple owing to the rather large inductance of this machine, even at the relatively low switching frequency. The peak
to peak torque ripple is 10%.
TABLE III
C OMPARATIVE DESIGN STUDY OF TOPOLOGICAL VARIATIONS FOR THE PROPOSED MAGNUS MACHINE . A LL THE STUDIED TOPOLOGIES HAVE THE
SAME ACTIVE DIMENSIONS AND ARE DESIGNED FOR THE SAME TORQUE OF 270 N M AT THE RATED SPEED OF 300 RPM .
Machine topology

Copper Loss
[W]

Core Loss
[W]

Electrical Efficiency
[%]

Power factor

6-slot 20-pole
6-slot 32-pole
6-slot 44-pole
12-slot 40-pole
6-slot 32-pole with 2 stators
12-slot 44-pole (Gramme ring windings)
12-slot 44-pole (Gramme ring windings and aux. stators)
12-slot 10-pole conventional YASA

548
378
378
265
283
378
256
946

126
172
290
224
320
248
398
56

92.5
93.8
92.6
94.5
93.5
93.1
92.9
89.2

0.75
0.64
0.46
0.75
0.68
0.62
0.64
0.90

stators without coils on the free side of each spoke rotor
leads to reduced leakage (Fig. 9a and 9b) and higher torque
for the same copper loss, albeit with increased manufacturing
complexity and core loss. The two auxiliary stators are shifted
with respect to the main stator by 180 electrical degrees.
V. C OMPARISON WITH A C ONVENTIONAL NS AFPM
T OPOLOGY
For benchmarking the performance of the MAGNUS machines, they are compared with an NS type AFPM machine
with 12 slots and 10 poles. The developed view of this
topology is shown in Fig. 10a. This NS type AFPM is also
known as YASA, one of the most torque dense machines [2].
This machine is designed with the same active dimensions,
and its performance with the multiple tooth motor topologies
is compared at the output torque of 270 Nm, and 300 rpm.
The open circuit flux lines indicate that the flux densities in
different parts of the magnetic circuit are higher, indicating
better utilization of the PMs (Fig. 10b).
To produce the same torque, the 12-slot 10-pole machine
needs to have much higher copper loss (about 1.7 - 3.5 times)
than the multiple teeth machine topologies (Table III). The
core losses are much lower than in all the other topologies
due to lower number of poles.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
A novel motor topology is introduced under the name of
MAGNUS. The proposed configuration employs a combi-

(a)

(b)
Fig. 8. (a) Design variation for the NN type of the MAGNUS machine
employing concentrated coils wound around the yoke in a Gramme ring
winding arrangement, (b) with its flux density distribution on open circuit.

nation of exterior high-polarity PM rotors together with an
interior stator, which is profiled on the air-gap sides through
the addition of small auxiliary teeth for permeance and flux
modulation. Two stator configurations with reduced number

motor counterparts. An example design study for the same
active dimensions and 270 Nm torque output at a rated speed
of 300rpm indicates that MAGNUS machines can have half
the losses of conventional YASA machines and hence achieve
substantially higher efficiency
(a)
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(b)
Fig. 9. (a) Geometry with the addition of two auxiliary stators on the unused
sides of the spoke rotors, and (b) flux lines on open circuit with the auxiliary
stators. Increase in flux density in the main stator core is observed, indicating
that flux linked by the coil increases.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 10. (a) Developed view of a YASA AFPM machine with 12 slots and
10 poles, which claims a record breaking value for power density, (b) open
circuit flux density distribution.
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